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Capture of photoexcited carriers by shallow impurity 
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Measurements were made of the lifetimes rf of free carriers and the relaxation time 7, of the 
submillimeter impurity photoconductivity when carriers are captured by attracting shallow donors and 
acceptom in Ge. It is n o d  that in samples with capture-center concentration N,Z 10"cm-' the 
relaxation time 7, greatly exceeds rf in the temperature range 4.2-12 K. The measured values of 7,- are 
compared with the calculation of cascade recombination by the classical model. To evaluate the data on 
T,, the distinguishing features of this model are considered for the nonstationary case. The substantial 
difference betweea the values of rf and T, is attributed to re-emission of the carriers from the excited 
states of the shallow impurities. 

PAC§ numbers: 72.20.Jv, 72.40. + w, 71.55.D~ 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the important mechanisms of recombination of 
free carriers by attracting Coulomb centers in semi- 
conductors is cascade capture with participation of the 
excited impurity states; the theory of this mechanism 
was developed by a number of The calcula- 
tions were made only for the stationary case, and the 
possible differences between the characteristic times 
in stationary and nonstationary conditions were not dis- 
cussed. Generally speaking, however, such differences 
can exist. In fact, according to Abakumov et al.' the 
recombination of the carriers proceeds via their diffu- 
sion in energy space over highly excited states of the 
impurity centers in the region of negative energies up 
to a binding level with energy \ E I = kT, and the proba- 
bility of the thermal ejection from highly excited states 
( E  I <kT into the free band is large compared with the 
probability that the carriers will drop down via cascade 
of excited states to the ground state. Thus, high ex- 
cited states of the impurities exchange carriers in 
practice only with the free band, and consequently, can 
play the role of sticking levels. The number of such 
states under definite conditions can be quite large. 

Usually the sticking centers and recombination cen- 
ters are  separated in space, and direct exchange of 
carriers between them does not take place. In the case 
of cascade recombination on shallow impurity centers 

this i s  not so, so that the sticking levels discussed by 
us belong to the recombination centers themselves. 
The presence of sticking levels should manifest itself 
primarily in the values of the characteristic times 
measured by stationary and nonstationary methods. In 
an experimental verification of the calculations per- 
formed in Refs. 1-4, the lifetimes were determined by 
different methods. The published experimental data on 
carrier recombination on impurity centers in semi- 
conductors a re  on the whole in agreement with the cal- 
culations of Abakumov et al.' Attention is called, how- 
ever, to the large scatter of the data obtained by differ- 
ent The measured lifetimes differ both in 
the values and in the temperature dependence. 

On the one hand this is  partially due to the inadequacy 
of the procedures in a number of cases when the relax- 
ation time 7, of the excess carrier density is  identified 
with the stationary lifetime of the carriers without val- 
id grounds, or when the measured 7, is in fact deter- 
mined not from the carrier recombination but, for ex- 
ample, from the dielectric relaxation of the space 
charge in the semiconductor. On the other hand, the 
mechanism of cascade recombination is  not always de- 
cisive in the capture, even in the case of Coulomb at- 
tracting centers. For deep impurities, a large role can 
be played by recombination with participation of optical 
phon~ns .~  At high concentrations of the centers, this 
mechanism can be substantial also for shallow impuri- 
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ties.'' Nevertheless, it i s  precisely for shallow impur- 
ities that the model of cascade recombination is appli- 
cable, apparently, in the widest possible range, and in 
the study of carr ier  capture by shallow impurities it i s  
possible to obtain a detailed comparison of theory and 
experiment. 

This comparison must be made primarily for the 
simplest case of low concentration of the recombination 
centers and relatively high temperatures, when the cen- 
ters  can be regarded a s  isolated, and the interaction of 
the carr iers  with the acoustic phonons can be regarded 
as quasielastic. It i s  also possible here to neglect the 
overlap of the neighboring centers that a r e  important 
for the capture, the freezing-out of the Coulomb cen- 
t e r s  into dipoles, and other complicating factors. 

Our purpose was to study the capture of free carr iers  
by shallow impurities in Ge a t  low concentration of the 
recombination center and a t  relatively high tempera- 
tures by stationary and nonstationary methods. To this 
end we measure the lifetimes of the free carr iers  and 
the reIaxation time of the impurity photoconductivity. 
These data a r e  compared with one another and with the 
theory. 

It turned out that the relaxation time 7, a t  helium 
temperatures greatly exceeds the lifetime rf of the 
free carr iers  even in very pure samples with recom- 
bination-center concentration N,, - 10" cm-'. An an- 
alysis of the experimental data and of the calculations 
has shown that this difference is due to re-emission of 
the carr iers  from highly excited states of the same 
shallow impurities, which a r e  recombination centers. 
A comparison of the times measured by stationary and 
nonstationary methods makes it possible to study these 
states and their role in the capture of free carriers.  
Since the singularities of the nonstationary case have 
not yet been considered in the theory of cascade re-  
combination, it became necessary, for a comparison 
with the theory, to carry out the corresponding calcu- 
lations. Here we confine ourselves to a simplified 
model of an impurity center, and also to the case of 
low concentration of the recombination centers. 

The choice of Ge as the material for the study of the 
capture of the carr iers  by shallow impurities was dic- 
tated by several factors. First, this is the purest 
semiconductor in which i t  is easy to attain conditions 
such that the shallow recombination centers can be re- 
garded within a wide range of the concentrations as in- 
teracting sufficiently weakly. Second, the experimental 
data on carr ier  capture by shallow impurities in Ge a r e  
less  plentiful than, for example, for Si. In particular, 
the kinetics of the impurity photoconductivity of Ge with 
shallow impurities has hardly been investigated. The 
carr ier  capture process was investigated so far mainly 
by other methods: the relaxation of the conductivity 
after application of an electric-field pulse,' from the 
value of the stationary photoc~ndudivity,~ o r  from the 
generation-r ecombination noise.7 This situation is ap- 
parently due to the experimental difficulties, since the 
characteristic frequencies of the photoconductivity for 
Ge with shallow impurities correspond to  the submilli- 
meter band, which became technically accessible only 

relatively recently. Third, the investigation of the 
kinetics of submillimeter photoconductivity is important 
also from the practical point of view, since Ge i s  one 
of the most promising materials for the preparation of 
submillimeter and long -wave infrared impurity photo- 
resistors, in which the time delay of the response i s  
determined directly from these measurements. 

- 

It should also be noted that the photoconductivity re-  
laxation times 7, which had to be measured turned out 
to  be quite short (-30 nsec). Such measurements in the 
submillimeter band a r e  not a trivial task. We regis- 
tered for this purpose the photoconductivity in transi- 
tions of bound carr iers  between excited states of donors 
and acceptors using a submillimeter spectrometer1' 
with backward-wave tubes (BWT). The amplitude of the 
radiation in the spectrometer was modulated at a fre- 
quency up to 20 MHz. An important feature of the ex- 
periment i s  the use of photothermal ionization of the 
impurity, which makes it possible to obtain an excess 
concentration of thermalized carriers,  for in this case 
the photoexcited carr iers  turned out to be free only 
after interacting with the equilibrium phonons. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The kinetics of impurity photoconductivity of n- and 
p-Ge were investigated by us in the wavelength band 
h =0.3-1.5 mm at  temperatures T =4.2-12 K. The 
measurements were made with a submillimeter spec- 
trometer with BWT previously used to  observe the lines 
of the transitions between the excited states of donors 
and acceptors in Ge and for a detailed study of their en- 
ergy spectrum." In the present study we registered the 
dependence of the intensity of these photoconductivity 
lines on the modulation frequency of the submillimeter 
radiation. For lack of sufficiently rapid modulators for 
the submillimeter band, amplitude modulation with fre- 
quency up to 20 MHz was produced by varying the anode 
voltage of the BWT. The measurement procedure is il- 
lustrated by Fig. l. In the upper part of the figure i s  
shown by way of example, a section of the photoconduc- 
tivity spectrum of a Ge sample; this section contains 
only one line a t  318 GHz. To record this spectrum with 
scanning of the radiation frequency, the BWT was ad- 

FIG. 1. Section of the 
photoconductivity spectrum 
of a p-Ge sampIe (see the 
table, sample 15). re- 
corded with (a) and without 
(b) stabilization of the ra- 
diation power level. 

t 
315 320 325 

m, GHz 
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justed in the magnetic field in such a way that the de- 
pendence of the radiation power P on the anode voltage 
U,, and consequently on the frequency, was a s  smooth 
a s  possible. The spectrum was scanned by varying U, 
and maintaining the radiation power P constant with the 
aid of electromechanical feedback based on a signal 
from an n-InSb detector. For high-frequency modula- 
tion of the radiation we needed another adjustment of 
the BWT in the magnetic field, wherein the P(U,) curve 
was strongly cut up and had individual sections in which 
no generation was produced. In this case the power is  
not stabilized and the same section of the spectrum 
takes the form shown in Fig. l(b). It is seen that for 
amplitude modulation of the BWT radiation it suffices 
to superimpose on the anode voltage an alternating com- 
ponent (5 -10 V) at the modulation frequency a. The re- 
sultant frequency modulation is insignificant, since it is  
small compared with the line widths of the observed 
impurity transitions. 

The photoconductivity signal of the investigated sam- 
ple was registered at the frequency SZ by a narrow-band 
voltmeter (V6-2 or V6-1). To eliminate the influence of 
the capacitance C of the conducting leads, the sample 
was shunted with a resistor R , (R ,<< l/aC). 

The samples were in the form of dumbbells, so that 
they could be used directly to measure the concentra- 
tions ND and N, of the donor and acceptor impurities 
by using the Hall effect. 

In the study of recombination by nonstationary meth- 
ods it is necessary to pay careful attention to prevent 
the relaxation of the space charge from distorting the 
measurement results. Shunting the sample in an ex- 
ternal measuring circuit does not always exclude the 
influence of the dielectric relaxation, so that at low 
temperatures it is  difficult to obtain in pure Ge sam- 
ples ohmic contacts and a homogeneous illumination 
with the submillimeter radiation. We used therefore 
in the experiments samples with impurity compensa- 
tion K 50.5; illumination by the background radLttion 
at room temperature decreased their resistivity p to 
S 104d2 -cm. The samples with the largest number of 
recombination centers (Nnc -3-5. lo1' cm-') were 
chosen more carefully (with K ~ 0 . 1 )  and had p 5 lo3 $2 - 
cm. This made it possible to get rid of the influence 
of the dielectric relaxation on the kinetics results, 
since its characteristic time T,, =px  (n is  the dielectric 
constant of the crystal) was always much shorter than 
the measured 7,. 

To determine the stationary lifetime T~ we measured 
the photoresponse voltage AU at sufficiently low modu- 
lation frequency (150 Hz) of the background radiation 
and theconcentration n of the free carriers. At low 
temperatures, at n<<ND - N,, N,, ND, we have 

where U is  the bias voltage on the sample; An and AG 
are the alternating parts of the free-carrier concentra- 
tion and of the generation flux. Since the employed 
samples had AG -N, - N, at the given background radi- 
ation power, it follows that T, -AUn/U(ND - N,). To 

TABLE I. 

modulate the additional background illumination, a ro- 
tating disk with holes was placed in front of the en- 
trance window of the cryostat; the intensity of the ther- 
mal radiation of its metallic blades was less than that 
passing through the openings (modulation depth -1%). 
This method makes it possible to determine T~ in rela- 
tive units up to T S 12 "K. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

For all the n- and p-Ge samples (see the table) the 
impurity photoconductivity relaxation times were mea- 
sured at several submillimeter frequencies correspond- 
ing to transitions between different excited states of the 
donors and acceptors. We chose for the measurements 
transitions whose initial and final states differed sub- 
stantially in energy. 

Figure 2 shows by way of example the amplitude- 
frequency dependence of the photoconductivity signal 
AU(0) of a p-Ge sample for a line with energy 1 MeV 
at T =9 5(. The points here a re  the experimental re- 
sults and the solid line i s  calculated from the formula1' 

The agreement between the calculation and experimental 
data indicates that the photoconductivity kinetics is de- 
scribed by a single relaxation time T, (7, = lo6 sec for 
Fig. 2). For each sample, the values of T, obtained 
from measurements at different frequencies of the sub- 
millimeter radiation turned out to be the same. This 
indicates that the function AU(SZ) is  not sensitive in our 
case to the details of the ionization of the excited states 
by the impurity atoms, and is determined only by the 
capture of the free carriers. The latter is  not surpris- 
ing, since the ionization times of the excited states of 
the impurity atoms are  a s  a rule much less than the 
lifetimes of the free carriers. In fact, the times of the 
phonon transition between the excited levels of the shal- 
low impurities in Ge are small (10-8-10-11 sec),l5 and 
the probability of ionization of the final states for tran- 
sitions between the excited states does not differ 
strongly from unity in the temperature range 4-12 %.I4 

A PV 

FIG. 2. Amplitude-fre- 
quency dependence of the 

10 70=b photoresponse voltage of 
p-Ge sample No. 5. 

loJ 10' 10 
fl. sec-' 
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q rec 5. rec 

FIG. 3. Hots of the photoconductivity relaxation time 7, 

(e) and of the free-carrier lifetime rf (0) against the con- 
centration of the attracting centers in p-Ge samples at  
T = 8 K (a) and 4.2 K (b). Dashed curves-calculated from 
Ref. 4, solid-calculated from Eq. (6) with Eq. (9) taken 
into account. 

Figure 3 shows the dependences of the relaxation time 
7, of the submillimeter photoconductivity and the life- 
time r5 of the free carr iers  on the concentration NIec of 
the attracting centers for Ge with shallow acceptors a t  
T =8 K (a) and 4.2 K (b). The absolute values of rf for 
all the measured samples were obtained by reconciling 
the experimental value of the stationary lifetime for the 
sample with ND = 8 10 cm-' (sample No. 1 in the table) 
at  T = 8 K with the theoretical value calculated from the 
formula 

where v is  the mean squared thermal velocity of the 
carrier, and u i s  the cross section for capture of the 
carrier by an isolated Coulomb attracting center. In 
accordance with Ref. 4, 

here eZ i s  the charge of the impurity ion, m, i s  the 
state-density mass, s is  the speed of sound in the crys- 
tal, 1 0 = v ~ c ,  and 7, is the carrier-energy relaxation 
time. 

For both temperatures and all samples, including the 

r, rec ' C , e  7. sec 

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of sf (light symbols) and 
T, (dark symbols) for p-Ge and n-Ge samples: a) A, A - 
sample No. 1, O, .-sample No. 5; b) sample No. 13; c) 
sample No. 14 (see the Table). Dashed curves-calculated 
from Ref. 4, solid line-calculated from Eq. (6) with account 
taken of Eq. (9). 

purest ones, the condition p<<ND is satisfied (where p 
is the concentration of the free holes), therefore the 
concentration of the recombination centers N, is equal 
to ND. It i s  seen from Fig. 3 that T~ is practically pro- 
portional to N,',. The 7, (N,) is much weaker: at  rel- 
atively high temperature and small values of N, it ap- 
proaches asymptotically the rf (Nrec) dependence, that 
even at  N = 4 10'' em-' and T = 4.2 K the value of 7, 

exceeds rf by more than an order of magnitude. 

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of 7, and 
rf for three p-Ge samples and one n-Ge sample. The 
T,(T) dependence is much weaker than T~(T). Thus, for 
pure n- and p-Ge samples (Figs. 4a and 4c) with re- 
combination-center concentration N ,, S5 -10 cm-' we 
have rf(T) =Tar,  where cu ranges from 2.5 to 2 when the 
temperature is decreased; under the same conditions 
the 7,(T) dependence is close to linear. In dirtier sam- 
ples with Nnc=(l-4.10 cm-'at T<7 K, a gradual 
weakening of the T ~ ( T )  dependence is observed, and 7, 
is independent of T within the limits of the experimental 
accuracy. For all the samples, the functions rf(T) and 
7,(T) go through a maximum a t  high temperatures; the 
position of the maximum varies with the densities of the 
main and compensating impurities. 

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

We discuss first the experimental data on the lifetime 
rf of the free carriers. The dashed curves in Figs. 3 
and 4 show the calculations of the functions rf(Nm) and 
rf(T) in accordance with formulas (3) and (4). Inasmuch 
a s  a t  relatively high temperatures the concentration 
p(n) of the free carr iers  becomes comparable with the 
concentration of the compensating impurity ND (N,), and 
then also with the differential concentration N, -N, 
(ND -N,), we calculate, for example, rf of holes we 
use the expression15 

where 

E ~ ,  is the energy of the ground state, @ is the multipli- 
city of its degeneracy, and Nf is  the density of the free 
states. 

The experimental plots of rf(N,) and T ~ ( T )  practical- 
ly coincide with the theoretical ones. We note that for 
shallow impurities in Ge the dependence rf(T) a p5 ex- 
pected4 from the cascade model of capture for isolated 
Coulomb centers in quasielastic interaction with pho- 
nons is observed only in a very narrow temperature re- 
gion and for pure samples (with N,S5.10 cm-', 
Figs. 4a and 4c). The upper bound on the temperature 
is due to the increase in the number of recombination 
centers wit2 increasing concentration of the free car- 
r iers  [see (5)]. This explains the decrease of rf and T, 

a t  high temperatures. For low temperatures, the weak- 
ening of the temperature dependence is due to the in- 
elastic interaction of the carriers with the acoustic 
phonons. It becomes noticeable in Ge already at T s 6  K. 
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In dirtier samples and higher temperatures, the car- 
riers may not manage to become thermalized prior to 
capture; in addition, an essential role i s  assumed by 
the overlap of the neighboring-center levels, which a re  
important for the capture. For these reasons the sec- 
tion with rf a Fs5 is not observed at all at N, 2 10'' 
cm-' (Fig. 4b). 

We turn now to the results on 7,. In the purest sam- 
ples at high temperatures, the values of 7, approach the 
theoretical values rf . This makes it possible to as-  
sume, with sufficient grounds, that the theory of cas- 
cade capture4 well describes not only the functions 
T~(N,) and rf(T), but yields also sufficiently accurate 
absolute values of the lifetimes and cross sections for 
capture of the free carriers by shallow impurities in 
germanium. 

At the same time, a s  already noted, at  high impurity 
concentrations and low temperatures, 7, exceeds rf 
substantially. Usually an excess of 7, and rf i s  evi- 
dence of the presence in the sample of sticking levels 
of type a or P in ~yvkin 's  terminology.12 When the 
sample contains sticking levels of one type with con- 
centration M and ionization energy &,, and the equi- 
librium between the sticking levels and the free-state 
band i s  established within a time 7, much shorter than 
the lifetime of the free carriers rf (a  sticking), the 
photoconductivity relaxation time i s  defined as12 

where Nc, i s  the effective free-state density referred 
to the sticking-center level, Nc, =Nf exp(-&, /kT). 

If 7, >>rt (P sticking), then the frequency dependence 
of the photoresponse i s  described by two times: re and 
rf . Obviously the form of frequency dependence in this 
case i s  connected with the value of the ratio M/Nc,. 

In semiconductors with shallow impurities, the stick- 
ing centers can be neutral impurity atoms capable of 
becoming attached to an excess electron or  hole (D- or  
A' centers). Since the binding energy of a D- (A') state 
in Ge is S 1 MeV,16 in the temperature interval 4.1-12 K 
the probability of disintegration of such states i s  quite 
high. Depending on the concentration N,,, they can ap- 
pear a s  a- or  8-sticking levels. However, the number 
of these states, which i s  determined by the concentra- 
tion of the neutral impurity atoms, was much less in 
the samples investigated by us than N,,. Therefore the 
D- (A') centers cannot influence noticeably the relax- 
ation of the photoconductivity under these conditions. 

As already noted above, the sticking of the carriers 
in semiconductors can occur also on high excited states 
of the same shallow impurities that determine the re- 
combination of the free carriers. To avoid confusion, 
we must define more precisely the meaning of the term 
"sticking." Lax introduced a quantity called by him the 
sticking probability of a carrier in a given state. It 
characterizes the probability of a process wherein the 
carrier captured from a band into a given state reaches 
subsequently the ground state and will not be ejected 
again into the free band. We use the term "sticking" in 
the opposite meaning, just as, for example, in Ref. 12, 

where sticking centers a r e  defined a s  traps for which 
the probability of the inverse thermal ejection (re- 
emission) is very high. In this sense, since for high 
excited states is very small (10-9-10-11 sec,13) and the 
probability of ionization of these states i s  of the order 
of unity,14 they act a s  a-type sticking levels. 

Expression (6) for 7, was obtained in Ref. 12 for a 
model in which the capture and sticking centers a r e  
spatially separated. In our case, a s  already noted, 
this i s  not so. According to the cascade model,4 car- 
rier capture i s  regarded a s  their direct descent to all 
the cited states of the impurity center from the region 
of positive energies into the region of negative energies. 
The carrier remains captured when it drops below the 
level with energy -kT. Thus, all the excited states 
having an energy I & 1 5 kT participate in the capture and 
at the same time, by virtue of the sufficiently large 
ionization probability, a r e  sticking levels. 

We calculate now the relaxation time of the photocon- 
ductivity for a simplified two-model of such an impurity 
recombination center-see Fig. 5. The arrows in the 
figure indicate the optical and phonon transitions. Lev- 
el 2 i s  practically in thermal equilibrium with the band 
and replaces all the higher excited states with energy 
I E ( S kT. The carrier recombines when it goes from 
'level 2 to level 1. The probability w of this transition, 
in contrast to the usual case of spatially separated re- 
combination and sticking centers, is in this case not 
equal to zero, although it i s  small compared with the 
ionization probability of level 2. The nonequilibrium 
free carriers a re  produced by the impurity light, and 
the corresponding generation flux i s  directed from lev- 
el 1 into the free band. The kinetic equations for this 
model are  of the form 

dnldt=mywNf exp (-exikT) -nyxM+G, 
(7) 

dm/dt=nyxM-myxNfexp (-eu/kT) -mu, 

where n is the concentration of the free carriers, M i s  
the total number of bound states with energy (&I  S kT 
for N, attracting centers, m i s  the number of elec- 
trons in these states, and y, i s  the coefficient of car- 
rier capture by level 2. Since &,S kT, the exponential 
in (7) is close to  unity. 

For the stationary case, in the approximation in 
which w is small compared with y,Nf a t  low temper- 
atures, when m <<N ,,, we obtain m/n = M ~ ~  and rf 
= N ~  /MW. In the nonstationary case we can seek a gen- 
eral solution of the system (7), since the equilibrium 
between level 2 and the band is established within the 
time Te<<~f.  It is easy to show that when G is changed 
(the additional illumination i s  turned on and off) the 
photoconductivity relaxation is described by a single 

FIG. 5. Transition scheme 
for a two-level model of an 
impuriw atom. 
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time 7, = M/Nf). This expression is identical 
with the expression obtained in Ref. 12 for the case of 
a! sticking for spatially separated capture and sticking 
centers. 

Thus, the problem of the influence of the highly ex- 
cited states on the kinetics of the photoconductivity of 
an impurity semiconductor reduces to a calculation of 
the ratio M/Nf . Under conditions of quasi-equilibrium 
of the excited states and the free band (a sticking), we 
calculate M/Nf by using the known expression for the 
concentration of the electrons (holes) on the degenerate 
impurity level'': 

where 0,  i s  the degree of degeneracy of the Mth im- 
purity excited state, and F is the Fermi energy rec- 
koned from the bottom of the conduction (valence) band. 
It i s  seen that although on each center (regardless of 
how large the number of excited states) there can be 
not more than one electron, and the ratio m/n (and 
consequently also M/Nf) is determined by the total 
number of bound states with energy I E 1 2 kT on N,, at-  
tractine centers. 

At relatively large distances from the attracting cen- 
ter,  which correspond to highly excited states, the po- 
tential of the center i s  very close to the Coulomb po- 
tential -e2/ur.  Therefore a t  l &  I S kT the energy spec- 
trum of the bound states can be regarded as quasi- 
continuous and the sum in (8) can be replaced by an in- 
tegral. Then the quantity pbou,(&)d& appears in place of 
p, and we use for the density of states p,,,,(&) the 
known expression 

where the customarily employed effective mass is re- 
placed by the density mass m, =0.2mo for the conduc- 
tion band and 0.38m0 for the valence band. The state 
density in the free bands i s  calculated in the known 
fashion: 

(2md)" 
Pfree =2 - e"'. 

4nzh' 

As c-0 the density p,,,-m. However, near the edge 
of the band, the growth of the density of the bound state 
is limited by the fluctuations of the impurity potential, 
the swing of which is -+&, (&, =Ae2~1'3/1.c). 

Figure 6 shows the energy dependences of the den- 
sities p,,, and p, of the bound and free states in the 
crystal. The bound-state region includes all the states 
lying below the percolation level &, . In the potential- 
fluctuation region, the function pb,,,(&) is unknown. TO 
calculate M/Nf we match together the densities of the 
free and bound states in the manner shown in Fig. 6, 
and integrate p,(~) and p,,,(&) with account taken of 
the occupation of the free and bound states. For fewer 
samples (N,,<4x 1013 ~ m - ~ )  and relatively high temper- 
atures (T>4 K) used in the experiment we have &,<kT. 

FIG. 6. Dependence of the 
density of the bound and - . m J  free states in a crystal on 
the carrier energy. 

Then 

The calculation of M can be greatly simplified by taking 
into account the fact that the energy of the excited states 
of interest to us  is / & I  2 kT and the value of the expon- 
ential in (8) is close to  unity, while the maximum of the 
density of the bound states l ies in the region I & I 2 kT 
(Fig. 6), and finally, the density of the bound states 
pbound(&) decreases sharply with increasing ( &  I .  Then 
the units of integration in (8) can be chosen to be E ,  and 
-a. AS a result we obtain for M / N ~  7 

We compare now our results with experiment. We 
calculate ;he value of the constant A from the measure- 
ments of 7, and 7f for one of the samples a t  a certain 
temperature (for sample No. 5 at T = 8  K we have 
A =0.22) and plot the calculated functions 7,(N ,,) and 
7,(T) for all  the samples, using this value of A. The 
corresponding calculated plots a r e  shown in Figs. 3 and 
4 by solid lines. They agree with the experimental ones 
for most measured samples. The only exception is the 
group of samples with N,, = 2-4 .1013 ~ r n - ~  (for ex- 
ample, Fig. 4b), for which the theoretical and experi- 
mental temperature dependences differ somewhat. This 
is not surprising, inasmuch a s  C, - kT for these sam- 
ples and the assumptions made in the calculation of 
M/Nf a r e  not fully valid in this case. 

We note that the experimental value A = 0.22 differs 
somewhat from the theoretical one for weakly com- 
pensated samples (A = 0.3, Ref. 18), a fact that can be 
fully attributed to the simplifications made in the cal- 
culation. 

Thus, the relaxation of the impurity photoconductivity 
of Ge with shallow-impurity concentration 1011-1014 
cm-3 in the range T =4-12 K is determined by the re- 
emission of the carr iers  from the high excited states, 
which act a s  sticking levels. The difference between 
the relaxation time and the stationary lifetime increas- 
e s  with increasing concentration of the captured centers 
and with decreasing temperature. The temperature de- 
pendence i s  obvious: the number of bound states that 
act a s  sticking levels does not depend on T (at least so  
long as &,<kT), while the effective number of free 
states increases in proportion to T~'. The dependence 
on N,, can be qualitatively explained in the following 
manner. With increasing number of recombination cen- 
ters,  E, increases, the number of bound states per cen- 
t e r  decreases like N2l2  (the maximum of the density of 
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the bound states in Fig. 6 drops into the region of larger 
negative energies), but the number of centers increases. 
Therefore N turns out to be an increasing function of 
N ,  and is proportional to N 

In samples with a large number of recombination 
centers, when &,>kT, the ratio M / N ~  should apparently 
decrease with increasing N,. This is determined by 
the fact that the bound states that can act as sticking 
levels in this case only in the region of the impurity 
potential fluctuations in the energy interval E~-(E,  - k T ) .  
The large number of deeper levels with ( & I  >kT can be 
disregarded, since the probability of ionization of the 
carriers in these states is low. The number of free 
states at &,>kT also turns out to depend on N,. Esti- 
mates show that in the limiting case & , / k T > 1  the val- 
ues of M and Nf increase in proportion to Ni6, and the 
ratio M / N f  is close to unity and does not depend on 
either N -  or  T .  As a result, at  &,2kT the difference 
between 7, and rf should decrease. 

CONCLUSION 

The influence of highly excited states of shallow im- 
purities on the kinetics of the impurity photoconductiv- 
ity should apparently be observed not only in Ge. Esti- 
mates similar to those presented above show that, for 
example, in silicon with shallow impurities the relaxa- 
tion time of the impurity photoconductivity T,  at low 
temperatures can also greatly exceed r f .  In the other 
purest semiconductors, such as GaAs or InSb, the de- 
gree of extreme purification which is for the time being 
much worse than that of Ge or  Si, the sticking effect 
described in this paper is apparently insignificant, in- 
asmuch a s  below the impurity depletion temperature 
the swing of the potential fluctuations exceed k T .  

A difference between the stationary and nonstationary 
time connected with the re-emission of the carriers in 
highly excited states should be observed also in the 
case of carrier recombination in deep Coulomb centers, 
if the cascade mechanism of capture is decisive in this 
case. 

The results of this study impose definite limitations 
on the inertia of photoreceivers made of Ge with shal- 
low impurities. Until now the response time of such 
photoresistors was identified with the stationary life- 
time. Our experiments show that for the customarily 
employed Ge with N ,  - 10'' cm-' under standard con- 
ditions (T-4.2 K) the inertia should be larger by at 
least one order of magnitude, namely -lo-' sec. To 
decrease the inertia it is necessary to use materials 
with larger concentration of attracting centers 
( N , 2  lOI4) for which the times 7, and rf come closer 
together. The limiting values of T are  determined by 
the energy relaxation time4 and amount to -10- sec. 

However, the sensitivity of such photoreceivers is  
worse than when material with smaller N,, is used. 

In conclusion, the authors thank Yu. A. Gurvich, V. I. 
Perel', M. N. Nassievich, and V. N. Abakumov for use- 
ful discussions. 
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